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senting the level contours of a scalar function given on a rectangular grid. 
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Introduction 

Given the function ip{x,y) on a rectangular grid, our objective is to find 
the inverse functions x(ii\6) and y(4>, #)• i" particular, we wish to deter
mine the coefficients -Y c m(^ T), X^JY, (^'), Vcml^'J.and V' j r n(0) in the truncated 
Fourier series 

M 
H*,B) = Y. [-*™(v0 cosf.mff) -r X,m(ti-) sm(m6)} (I) 

M 
y(v,0) = ^ [ y m ( ^ ) c o s { ^ ) + }'.„(«!•} sin(mtf)], (2) 

fn=0 

such that the harmonic representations £(i/',#) and jJ(i/», t/) most closely ap
proximate the inverse functions a:(̂ >,0-) and y(ij>,()). Once the 4JV/ + 2 
Fourier coefficients ,Y O T ,A',™,}^,, and Y3m (not counting X& and y s 0 , 
which have no effect on x and y) have been determined for m = 0 , . . . , M, 
for a sufficiently dense set of if> values within the range of interest, then 
Xem{il>),X„„{ii:),Ym{Tl3), and Ym{i)>) can be determined as needed by in
terpolation. 

I, Least Squares Fit 

The essential idea of our method is to vary the harmonic coefficients 
Xcm,XMm,Ycm, and K,m until a least squares fit is found for any given level 
contour ip(x,y) = $ . For this purpose, we choose to evaluate £($ ,#) and 
y(9,9) at a set of at least AM + 2 angles 8it i = 1 , . . . , / > AM + 2. 
(Fewer angles and fewer harmonics are needed if any symmetry conditions 
are known to prevail.) If this set of angles is held fixed, the functions 
sin(mfl,) and cos(m#,), m — 0,...,M and i = 1,...,I can be evaluated 
once and stored for computational efficiency. For any given value of $ , the 
coefficients Xm, X,m, y^ m i and V',m are varied until a minimum is found for 

7 

W = £{*-tf[s(¥,fl,),S(*.ft)]} 2 . (3) 

In Eq. (3), the Fourier series (1) and (2) are evaluated to find £(*&, 0i) and 
y{ $ , fy). Then, a two-dimensional interpolation is carried out to find ij>(x, y) 
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from the values given on the rectangular grid. This process is repeated while 
the harmonic coefficients are varied until the function W given by Eq. (3) 
is minimized. 

If the interpolation of jfr(x, y) is carried out by conventional methods 
(such as using piecewise polynomials), then the first and second derivatives 
of t<(i, y) can easily be computed along with the interpolated value. In that 
case, we can explicitly compute smooth approximations to the first and 
second partial derivatives of W with respect to the harmonic coefficients 
with very little extra computational work. This makes the minimization of 
W much easier and faster. 

This method should work particularly well if only a few harmonics are 
needed to approximate the inverse functions x(ty.Bi) and u(*,0,) t~ the de
sired accuracy. The amount of computational effort depends on the number 
of harmonics needed, not on the number of grid points used in the original 
rectangular mesh. This method also works best when a good initial guess 
is already in hand and needs only to be refined by further minimizing W in 
Eq. (3). The method works well, for example, when the level contours are 
changing slowly in time so that only a few iterations are needed each time 
the harmonics need to be updated. 

II. Harmonic Optimization 

One essential problem with the method described above is that the 
harmonic coefficients needed to minimize W (i.e., to approximate a given 
closed curve level contour) are not unique. The shape of each level contour 
is determined by 2M +1 constraints on the harmonic coefficients, while the 
remaining 2M •+• 1 constraints needed to determine all 4M + 1 harmonic 
coefficients merely determine the disposition of the anglelike variable & that 
parameterizes the curve. In order to see this, suppose 8 is chosen to be the 
polar angle &p around any given point [x0,y0) inside a simple closed curve. 
The shape of the curve can be represented by prescribing the distance p{6p) 
between (*0)ito) and each point on the curve 

P(4p) ~ S t^™ cos(m0p) + pm sin(m0p)j. 
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This can be converted to rectangular form using 

x = x0 + p c o s 0 p , 

y = yo ~ psmBp, 

to find the Fourier harmonics in Eqs, (1) and (2) for the particular choice 
0 — ffp. Equations (1) and (2) result if the number of polar harmonics Mp 

is chosen to be A/ - 1 , Consequently, the shape of a simple closed curve is 
determined by 2MP + 3 = 2M + 1 variables 

XO, yo, PM,---, PcM,, P s l , • • • , P,Mr: 

(not. counting p& ) or the corresponding harmonics in Eqs. (1) and (2). 
Transforming to any other anglelike variable 

« = «,. + /(*,.), 
where / is any periodic function with period 27r, the lines of constant angle 
are moved around on the curve, and the Fourier coefficients in Eqs. (1) and 
(2) change, but the shape of the curve remains unchanged. 

Following the work of Hirshman and Meier,1 we establish an algorithm 
which minimizes the higher harmonic coefficients while leaving the shape 
unchanged in order to find the most rapidly converging Fourier series that 
approximates each level contour. This is accomplished by minimizing a 
penalty function P which increases rapidly with the amplitude of the high
est harmonics, using only variations which leave W [defined by Eq- (3)] 
unchanged. An example of such a function is 

„ _ S£* ™™(xi, +XL + YL + *%,) f 4 . 
Z^mriX^ + X^ + Y^ + Y^) ' [ ' 

where p and q are positive exponents. This function reaches its absolute 
minimum value P = 1 when all but the first harmonics are zero. If all 
the harmonics are rescaled, P remains unchanged. The zeroth harmonics 
Xc0 and Yco have no effect on P, since they influence only the position and 
not the shape of the curve. There are many suitable functions with these 
properties; the particular choice made in Eq. (4) is not important. 
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The function P is to be minimized subject to the constraint that W 
remains unchanged. Suppose the array C = ( C ] , . . . . C4A/+2) represents the 
set of all the harmonics being considered 

C = (Xco,. . . ,XCM.X,I,. . . ,A",M,Vri), . . . ,\'eM,y,i... . , V , M ) . (5) 

Variations of C which leave W unchanged (and, therefore, variations which 
run parallel to the level contour being sought) are given by 

SQ ||m 6Cm 

E , § ^ C , dW 

Tlie variation of P subject to this constraint is then given by 

•Uf+2 

6Pn 

dP 
SC11. 

Using Eq. (6) and rearranging, we pet 

dP ^W-sp, BC, dCj dP 
dC„ r.M? dC-

6C„ 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

A constrained minimum, then, is achieved when 6P\\ — 0 with arbitrary 
variations 6Cm. This results in the system of equations 

dcm £,{%)' dcm 

for m = l , . . . , 4 M - f - 2 . (9) 

These equations need to be solved together with the equations needed for 
the unconstrained minimization of W 

aw 
9C' 

= 0 for l , . . . , 4 A f + 2. (10) 

Equations (9) and (10) taken together represent 8M + 4 equations for 
the 4M + 2 variables in array C. In spite of this, however, we will now 
show that this combined system of equations is not overdetermined. Let 

Wm = 
dW 

Pm = 
dp 
acj (11) 
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a n d w 

Since the values of Wm may converge to zero at different rates as we con
verge to a solution of Eq. (10), the values of wm are left free (and, in 
general, nonzero). The constraint equations (9), which may be written 

4M-r2 
Pm = J2 wtPi «um, , (13) 

1 = 1 

imply 

W m = -iL=. (H) 
As long as the values of Wm converge to zero independent of one another, 
the values of wm (and, consequently, P m ) are free, and Eq. (9) imposes no 
constraint on Pm. 

Suppose, however, there are K linearly dependent relations among the 
values of Wm as they converged to zero 

•iJW+2 
£ OjkWj = 0, for k = l,...,K. (15) 

It then follows that 
4M+2 
"^2, ttjfcfJj = 0 , for fc = 1 , . . . , K, 
J'=I 

and, from Eq. (14), 

4M+2 
£ a j f e JP,. = 0, for k=l,.,.,K. (16) 

Hence, any linear dependence among the values oi Wm, as they converge to 
zero, results in a corresponding linear dependence constraint on the values 
of Pm. Under these conditions, there would bi± 4M -i-2 — K --onstrairits from 
Eqs. (10) and K constraints from Eqs. (9). Consequently, there are a total 
of AM + 2 constraining equations for the AM + 2 unknowns. 
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III. Singular Value Decomposition 

The well-known technique of singular value decomposition 2 , 3 can be used 
to isolate any linear dependence among the minimizing Eqs. (10). In order 
to see how this is done in the present context, Taylor series expand Eq. (10) 

d\v(c) _ aw{c>) , a w ( C ) ( C c i ) n , ^ ( 1 7 ) 

dCm dCm ^ dC,„dCn 

where C is the value of C at the current iteration. Neglect higher order 
terms and do a singular value decomposition of the Hessian matrix 

where U and V are orthogonal matrices (i.e., LT-1 = {/') and 

trj, j = l,...,4M + 2 

are the singular values. Multiply Eq. (17) on the left by U~i and look for 
conditions under which C is a solution to 

dW(C) 
dCm 

to obtain 

= 0, 

S ^ I C 1 ) ^ 1 = ̂ ' Z V*.(C - C*)„. (19) 

If all the singular values a^ are nonzero, then none of the equations 
for dW/9Cm are linearly dependent, and there are no further constraints 
imposed by Eq. (9). However, if any of the singular values are zero, Oj — 0, 
then 

m C"-m 

over that range of values of C 1 in the neighborhood of the minimum of W 
where we neglected higher order terms in the Taylor series (17). For each 
of these linear relations among the equations for Wm, it follows from Eq. 
(16) that there is the same linear relation among the values for P m 

^ - ( C ) acm -°" 
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Hence, we have the following A.M + 2 equations 

E t r

J m « C ) ^ } ^ = 0 V i s W 0 ! (20) 

Z^(C)~~-=o y , . s t „ j = 0 , (2i) 

to detenjiine the 471/ + 2 elements of the array C. 

IV. Implementation 

It is useful to describe the way in which the above method was imple
mented, in order to point out how various problems with the implementa
tion were solved. 

First, the two-dimensional array of ij>(x,y) values is searched to find 
the minimum or maximum values of interest. These minimax grid points 
are tested to determine which are elliptical (true minima or maxima, re
ferred to as o-points), and which are hyperbolic (saddle points, referred to 
as x-points). One ell'ptical point is chosen and the true position (xo,yo) 
of that minimum or maximum is found, consistent with the interpolation 
being used. A suitable range is found for ip which must not include any 
other rninimax points. Particular care must be taken to avoid hyperbolic 
points, since the harmonic representations (1) and (2) will not converge on 
contours passing through these x-points (separatrices). A set of ifc values is 
chosen in this range on which the coefficients of the inverse functions will 
be determined, working from the center to the edge. 

Near the c-point, the contours are nearly elliptical, and the inverse 
functions can be initially approximated by 

x K x0 + Xi, sin 6 + xu cos 0, 

y~yo + l/i. sin 6 -r yu cos 6. 

Using this representation, we can choose yu = 0 and choose positive values 
for the other coefficients in order to place the point where B = 0 on the 
horizontal line y — ya to the right of the minimax point. The coefficients 
can then be determined analytically from the polynomial approximation to 
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C'(.T, y) near the o-point. These coefficients can be used as the first iterate 
for the inverse functions representing the contour closest to the o-point. 

As long as the function i»(:r, y) is essentially parabolic near the o-point, 
the harmonic coefficients scale like hml- where 

| w - i /w ! 
= b—^T~\-

, V max \ min ' 

The scaled coefficients are extrapolated away from the o-point in order to 
provide initial iterates for each successive contour, working out to the edge. 
If a good initial iterate is already available from previous solutions for the 
harmonics, then a weighted average is taken of the two. 

Problei.is most frequently occur near the outermost contour. If this con
tour is located near a separatrix, the higher harmonic amplitudes increase 
dramatically, making the initial extrapolation and subsequent solution more 
difficult. Since the x-point on the separatrix contour is a saddle point, the 
[5(4',^,),y(f',^,J] points being evaluated in Eq. (3) can inadvertently get 
caught on the wrong side of the saddle, with no gradient to drive it back 
toward the region of interest. Near such a saddle point, and also near the 
edge of the rectangular domain, more care needs to be taken in the choice of 
interpolation used to evaluate tp(x,y). For these reasons, cautious methods 
of extrapolation and nonlinear equation solving were used, particularly for 
the outer contours. 

V. Jacobian and Metric Elements 

Once the inverse functions (1) and (2) have been determined for a given 
choice of parameters ip and 6, it is a straightforward matter to compute the 
Jacobian 

metric elements 

— (SMS)'- <"> 
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Bx dx dy dy 

area, 
.4 = J*di< J "d9 JU>te), (26) 

and contour integral, 

/*'-r*N|(«)'+(2)''™-
The Fourier representation makes it particularly easy to take 8 derivatives. 
We use cubic spline interpolation 4 , 5 in i/> t- \ the V' derivatives and Fast 
Fourier Transform 4 , 5 techniques to take p -. :t,s and evaluate the other 
nonlinear functions. 

For applications involving axisyminetric figures of rotation, such as toka-
mak equilibria,6 we wish to map from a polar coordinate system centered 
on the axis of rotation {R, Y, 4>) to a "flux coordinate system" (ij>, 9, (p) given 
the flux function ip(R, Y). Then, the Jacobi&n is 

J^e^^R^-^-^^), (28) 
yfrp d0 ~~d8!fy)' 

and the volume is 

V = 2TrfVd4> J "dO J(ij>,#,<]>). (29) 

VI. Applicat ions 

Two examples are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 of axisymmetric MHD equi
libria that were computed in rectangular (R,Y,4>) coordinates and then 
mapped to flux coordinates using the procedure described ir. this report. 
In each case, four harmonics were used to represent the inverse functions 
R{tf>,&) and Y(ii>,0) on each of 20 level contours. It was found that us
ing fewer than four harmonics resulted in an observable discrepancy in the 
shape of the outer flux surface at the tip of the bean in Fig. 1, while us
ing more than four harmonics led to no significant further change in the 
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plotted results or the computed flux surface averages (Jacobian or metric 
elements). The exponents p = 1 and q — 4 were used in Eq. (4), which 
resulted in rapidly converging harmonic representations. 

Both of the computed flux functions ij>(R, Y) for these equilibria have 
reflection symmetry across the midplane. This symmetry condition was 
used to reduce the number of harmonic coefficients needed in Eqs. (1) and 
(2) and also to reduce the number of angles needed to evaluate Eq. (3). 
For the examples presented here, 12 equally spaced angles #,- were used in 
the upper half plane. The number of angles needed depends partly on the 
number of harmonics used (we need at least as many angles as harmonic 
coefficients) and partly on the spacing needed to resolve details of the level 
contour shape, particularly near the x-point of a s* ̂ aratrix. It is important 
to keep in mind that the anglelike variable d is generally not the polar angle. 
The harmonic optimization procedure [Eq. (4)1 helps to resolve details of 
the level contours with the fewest harmonics and also with the fewest angles 
&i in Eq. (3). Essentially, the optimization procedure tends to force equally 
spaced angles 0; to accumulate in regions where the level contour curvature 
is the greatest, as can be seen in both figures. 

During the«5teration, linearized forms of Eqs. (20) and (21) were solved 
using NAG 5 routines F02WCF to find the singular value decomposition 
and F02ARF to solve the linear equations for C. On the first pass through, 
the PBX equilibrium shown in Fig. 1 typically needed five to six iterations 
per flux surface while the ASDEX case shown in Fig. 2 required only three 
iterations for each of the inner 17 flux surfaces and up to six iterations 
for the outer three surfaces. On a CRAY-1 computer, this entire mapping 
procedure took 2.0 cpu seconds for the PBX case and 1.15 cpu seconds for 
the ASDEX case. 

Clearly, the most difficult part of the computation is near the outer 
contours. Relative to the interval of iji between the innermost contour and 
th=" separatrix [saddle point in ij>{R, Y)], the outer contour shown in Fig. 1 
is 97% of the way to the separatrix. In this respect, the ASDEX case was a 
more difficult configuration; the outer contour shown in Fig. 2 is only 93% 
of the way to the separatrix. 

Since the function i>{R, Y) is the solution of an elliptic equation, and 
consequently very smooth, for the cases presented here, sixth order poly-
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nomials in both R and Y were used to interpolate il>{R, Y) on the evenly 
spaced (R. Y) grid to determine the inner contours, while lower order inter
polation was used near the edge. This was found to be more accurate and 
to use less computer memory than bicubic splines. The plasmas shown in 
these examples do not cover the entire rectangular grid, since other struc
tures (limiters, walls, divertors and coils, not shown) had to also fit on the 
grid in the original equilibrium computations. While the entire rectangular 
grid in the PBX case {Fig. 1) contains 51 horizontal by 61 vertical poir.ls, 
there are only 14 grid points across the midplane of the plasma and 40 
points from the top to bottom tips of the plasma. In the ASDEX case (Pig. 
2), a 61 by 101 grid was used with 32 by 55 points between the extremi
ties of the plasma. One of the advantages of the method presented in this 
paper compared to most conventional contour tracing routines is that the 
contours remain smooth even when the rectangular grid is coarse. 

The examples described above demonstrate the capability of the method 
under the realistic conditions for which it was developed, but they do not 
provide known absolute measures with which tD compare the accuracy of 
the results. For this purpose we computed the area enclosed by elliptical 
flux surfaces prescribed analytically. The results depend on the coarseness 
of the rectangular grid, on the method of interpolating on this grid, on the 
number of angles #,- used in Eq. (3), and on the method used to integrate 
Eq. (26). Using a 32 by 32 grid, fourth order local interpolation, 20 angles 
#i, and cubic spline integration of Eq. (26) over 20 surfaces, the area was 
computed with relative error 4 x 10" 7 . 

VII. Conclusions 

The method normally used to determine and integrate along level con
tours involves tracing out each contour by computing the local intersections 
of the contour as it crosses each line of the rectangular grid. Compared 
with this standard method, our mapping procedure has the following ad
vantages: The computed harmonic representation is relatively insensitive 
to the coarseness of the rectangular grid. The mapping produces a compact 
parametric representation of a curvalinear coordinate system, from which 
the Jacobian and metric elements can be computed. The representation 
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uses an optimal choice for the parameter 6 to make the Fourier series (1) 
and (2) converge as rapidly as possible. Hence, this representation provides 
a good starting point for mapping to any other curvalinear coordinate sys
tem that follows the level contours (flux coordinates). 6 The computational 
time depends on the number of harmonics needed and the number of an
gles 6; used to evaluate Eq. (3), not on the number of rectangular grid 
points. The iteration benefits from any previous computations, provided 
the contour shapes have not changed very much. 

Mapping to harmonic representation in the form presented here cannot 
be used in multiply connected regions or in the neighborhood of a sep-
aratrix. The method must be limited to a region of simply nested level 
contours. When approaching a separatrix, the user must be cautious to 
avoid reaching out beyond the separatrix during the iteration. 

When applying this method to a new problem, the user must verify that 
enough harmonics and evaluation angles $; in Eq. (3) are used. There is 
some incentive to choosing as few harmonics and angles as needed in order 
to minimize computational time. Compared to contour tracing, there is 
generally less interpolation on the rectangular grid, but somewhat more 
effort needed to compute the singular value decomposition and the solution 
of Eqs. (20) and (21). 
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Figures 

FIG. 1- Cross section of the flux coordinates computed for the Princeton 
Beta Experiment (PBX). 

FIG. 2. Cross section of the flux coordinate.* computed for the ASDEX 
upgrade tokamak. 
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